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WHAT’S IT MEAN, CONCRETELY?
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Currently 4 billion people face severe water shortages at least 1 month per year, mostly in India and China.
New York Times, 
Feb. 13, 2016.
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“Rebooting Science and Religion” 

AAR 2019

San Diego, California
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How did we ever come to think

that S&R should be value-free

in the first place?



The interfaith resource: J. Baird Callicott

“The idea of justice for all human beings is not new to most 
world religions, but many have only just begun to explore the 
conceptual resources of their sacred texts or oral traditions 
for a non-anthropocentric environmental ethic.” 



Aldo Leopold, Sand County Almanac (1949)

“Examine each question in terms of what is ethically and 
aesthetically right, as well as what is economically expedient. 
A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 
stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when 
it tends otherwise.”



Aldo Leopold, The land ethic

❑ The study of ecology “simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to 

include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the land.” 

❑ This insight “changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land 

community to plain member and citizen of it.”

❑ It “implies respect for . . . fellow-members and also for the community as 

such.”



Environmental Ethics is the discipline that studies…

“the moral relationship of human beings to, and also the 
value and moral status of, the environment and its non-
human contents.”

---- --- Andrew Brennan and Yeuk-Sze Lo



Eco-justice

“Three out of every five African Americans and Hispanic 
Americans, and approximately half of all Asian/Pacific Islanders 
and American Indians, reportedly lived in communities with 
uncontrolled toxic [waste].” According to the report, also “three of 
the five largest commercial landfills in the nation were located in 
predominantly African-American or Hispanic communities. These 
three landfills accounted for 40 percent of the total estimated 
commercial landfill capacity in the nation.”

--- Rinne and Dinkins



Aldo Leopold, The land ethic

“All ethics so far evolved rest upon a single premise: that the 

individual is a member of a community of interdependent 

parts.”



Arne Naess, ‘deep ecology’

“If reality is experienced by the ecological Self, our behavior naturally 

and beautifully follows norms of strict environmental ethics. We 

certainly need to hear about our ethical shortcomings from time to 

time, but we change more easily through encouragement and a 

deepened perception of reality and our own self, that is, through a 

deepened realism [spirituality!]… We must find and develop therapies 

which heal our relations with the widest community, that of all living 

beings.”     (Ecology, Community and Lifestyle, 1989)
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. The Sciences

• Environmental science (climate models)

• The ecological sciences

• Emergent complexity  (evolutionary theory, theoretical biology)

Social Sciences and History

• Civilizational Studies

• Comparative cultural studies

• Comparative religious studies

• Comparative Theology and Philosophy 
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ECOVILLAGES



TOWARD ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION
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Our Goal — Civilizational Change

“Our ultimate end, what we hope to achieve, is to 

research and advocate the policies required for an 

ecological civilization. To do so, we must get to the 

roots of what has produced the current threat of 

catastrophe. Merely changing social and cultural 

patterns will not be enough; nothing less than 

civilizational change is necessary if humanity is to 

avert the predicted consequences.” 
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The Goal — Civilizational Change

• Things that Make Up Culture (examples):

• 1: Agriculture

2: Government

3: People

4: Labor (people working, slavery, servants etc.)

5: Culture (things for people to do, shows, plays, museums)

6: Escalating Water Crisis

7: Money system (trading, financial sector)

8: Religion (beliefs, practices, spiritual orientation and its values)

9: Stratification (such as high class, middle class, low class)

10: Urban – rural relations

11: Food Justice
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Carl Sagan’s challenge to religion:

“How is it that hardly any major religion has looked at science and concluded, 

‘This is better than we thought!  The Universe is much bigger than our 

prophets said, grander, more subtle, more elegant’?  Instead they say, ‘No, no, 

no!  My god is a little god, and I want him to stay that way.’  A religion, old or 

new, that stressed the magnificence of the Universe as revealed by modern 

science might be able to draw forth reserves of reverence and awe hardly 

tapped by the conventional faiths.”   (from Pale Blue Dot). 



“Each creature has its being 

From the One Name,

From which it comes forth, 

And to which it returns, 

With praises unending.”

Muslim mystic, Shabistari, The Secret Rose Garden,

in Maria Jaoudi, Christian and Islamic Spirituality



Ecofeminism

“.” 

--- Rosemary Radford Ruether, New Woman, New Earth
(1975)



Ecowomanism

“Some of us have become used to thinking that woman is the 
nigger of the world, that a person of color is the nigger of the 
world, that a person is the nigger of the world. But, in truth, 
Earth itself has become the nigger of the world.” 

--- Alice Walker



Rosemary Radford Ruether, Gaia and God: An 
Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing

“If dominating and destructive relations to the earth are interrelated 
with gender, class, and racial domination, then a healed relation to the 
earth cannot come about simply through technological ‘fixes.’ It 
demands a social reordering to bring about just and loving 
interrelationship between men and women, between races and nations, 
between groups presently stratified into social classes, manifest in great 
disparities of access to the means of life. In short, it demands that we 
must speak of eco-justice, and not simply of domination of the earth as 
though that happened unrelated to social domination.” 



Rosemary Radford Ruether, Gaia and God: An 
Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing

“We do not have thousands of years to unlearn the wrong patters that 
were established over thousands of years. The exponential speed-up of 
these cumulative patterns of destruction means we have to both learn 
new patterns and put them into practice on a global scale within the 
next generation.” 



Elizabeth A. Johnson, Creation and the Cross: The 
Mercy of God for a Planet in Peril

“Grasping the cross in a more biblical light will allow an ecological view 
to emerge that sees God accompanying creation through time with 
mercy, which in our day encompasses a planet in peril. Not incidentally, 
this understanding can circle back to include human beings within a 
more holistic theology of salvation as part of a wider world.”



Elizabeth A. Johnson, Creation and the Cross: The 
Mercy of God for a Planet in Peril

“’The death of Christ becomes an icon of God’s redemptive co-suffering 
with all sentient life as well as the victims of social competition,’ to 
recall Gregersen’s insight.”



The blossoming of Ecotheology

 Christian systematic-theological 

 Constructive theological (Keller, ecospirit) 

 Interreligious – comparative ecotheologies & worldviews

 Indigenous lifeways

 Congregational/communal

 eco-spirituality 

 science-focus

 Policy studies

 activist-focus



. Systematic Theology and Ecotheology

• God-world relation

• Kenotic Christology 

• kenotic theory of creation

• pneumatology

• anthropology of imago Dei, imago Christi

• in light of the inner-Trinitarian life

• ecclesiology

• soteriology

• eschatology of hope without dualism



. Eco theologians 1972 - 1999

• John Cobb, Is It too Late? (1972)
• Rosemary Radford Ruether, New Woman, New Earth (1975)
• Jürgen Moltmann, God and Creation (1985)
• Matthew Fox, The Coming of the Cosmic Christ (1988) 
• Thomas Berry (who called himself a ‘Catholic geo-logian’), e.g., The Dream of the Earth

(1988)
• Ruether, Gaia and God: An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing (1992) 
• Sally McFague, The Body of God: An Ecological Theology (1993) 
• David Hallman, Ecotheology: Voices from South and North (1994)
• Leonardo Boff, Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor (1995) 
• Larry Rasmussen, Earth Community, Earth Ethics (1996)
• Ruether, ed., Women Healing Earth: Third-World Women on Ecology, Feminism, and 

Religion (1996)
• Catherine Keller, Apocalypse Now and Then (1996)
• Ivone Gebara, Longing For Running Water: Ecofeminism and Liberation (1999)



. Major Collections
• Christianity and Ecology: Seeking the Weil-Being of Earth and Humans. Edited by 

Rosemary Radford Ruether and Dieter Hessel. Harvard University Press, 2000. 720 
pages. 
• In Tucker & Grim Harvard series (10 confs, 10 books): ‘religions and ecology’ model. But with a rich 

place for indigenous lifeways, thanks to Grim

• The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature. Edited by Bron Taylor. Thoemmes Continuum, 
2005. 1877 pages. 
• Religious Studies model. Expresses the value that we need to be more pluralistic. But without 

reflection, it really does come across as just a series of entries. Would work as a living network, 
where you could locate yourself and branch out.

• Also walks a strange line between ‘value free’ and value pluralism / relativism. If you make a core 
commitment. 

• The Oxford Handbook to Religion and Ecology. Edited by Roger Gottlieb. Oxford 
University Press, 2006. 662 pages. 
• Activist: what matters is the political effectiveness of the different schools. Think of his This Sacred 

Earth anthology: focus on eco-spirituality 

• Ecospirit: Religions and Philosophies for the Earth. Edited by Laurel Kearns and 
Catherine Keller, 2007. 644 pages. 



. Sample publications in ecotheology from the last 10 years

• On Care for Our Common Home: The Encyclical Letter Laudato Si' 

• For Our Common Home: Process-Relational Responses to Laudato Si’, by John B 
Cobb Jr. and Ignacio Castuera, Intro by Bill McKibben 

• A Primer in Ecotheology: Theology for a Fragile Earth, by Celia Deane-Drummond 
(2018)

• Creation and the Cross: The Mercy of God for a Planet in Peril, by Elizabeth A. 
Johnson (2019)

• Creation Care: A Biblical Theology of the Natural World, by Douglas J. Moo, 
Jonathan A. Moo, et al.

• For Goodness' Sake: Principles of an Ecotheology, by Robert Cuttino

• Ecotheology and the Practice of Hope, by Anne Marie Dalton and Henry C. 
Simmons



Theology for a Time of Crisis

❑ Not ‘in’ but ‘for’ a time of crisis

❑ Barth’s early work was called eine Krisentheologie, a theology of crisis

❑ Perhaps not helpful. But certainly a corrective to theologizing that easily 

becomes too abstract --- whether through exclusive emphasis on analysis 

and conceptual clarification, or on the demand for systematic breadth.

❑ As a Christian, I look for a theology suitable for this ‘Kairos moment’ – this 

moment of the intersection of ages, of civilizations…

❑A prophetic theology …



An eco-liberation theology  

 Hearing the God of Jesus through ‘cry of the earth’ and 
communities of the poor

 Let’s start with a ‘creation commons,’ in the sense of Acts 2 and 4

 Consider a ‘theology of the earth,’ including especially its 
poorest inhabitants – a ‘hunchback theology’ (Catherine 
Keller, Political Theology of the Earth, 131ff.)  – a theology 
that doesn’t belong to the wealthy & powerful

…



A different kind of hope

 In the past we linked hope to certitude: ‘assurance’ and ‘conviction’ (Heb. 11:1) as 

epistemic certainty

 Now it’s ‘hope draped in black,’ the title of Joseph R. Winters’ book  --- a time for 

‘hope in the dark’ (Rebecca Solnit)

 Or, with the Ugandan theologian Emmanuel Katongole, ‘the birth of hope in 

lament’ or ‘hope in ruins’, ‘trauma-hope’  –

 combined with the ‘attentive practices of thought, love, rage, and care’ (Keller, 

174, 89).

…



Conclusion

 ‘We are folded into one another, members one of 

another’ (Keller, Political Theology of the Earth, 67)


